Designation: DP152

Location: Cape Verde Islands
Number of nets: 60,000 rising to 225,000
Intended Distribution date: Oct-Dec 2010

DP received: 28Jan10
Date responded with questions: 29Jan10

Re Q1: Please can you provide a spreadsheet with the following information: names of 47 communities, population of each, estimated number of households (HH) in each, estimated number of nets for each)
Re Q3: Do you have more quantitative information on the number of cases of malaria in total?
Re Q4: We would be keen to see data here. For example: can you list the clinics, health centres, hospitals that serve the 47 communities you mention? Please can you indicate if you can approach and liaise with these clinics (et al) to see what malaria-related case information exists. Ideally, we look for monthly case numbers. In many cases this will not represent the totality of case but we are keen to see what ‘baseline’ malaria case data is available that could be subsequently compared to post-distribution malaria-case data.
Re Q11. When could HH level information be made available? Eventually it would be helpful to have an idea of the number of people involved in conducting the distribution and where they are from ie how many hospital staff, health volunteers etc and how the ‘team’ will be organised and managed.
Re Q12. We would like more detail here on exactly how the distribution would be carried out. For example: house to house distribution, beneficiaries gathered at distribution points or a combination of both? Who would lead each distribution? Would there be a bednet hanging demonstration at each? Would there be a malaria ‘skit’ at each (see below*)?
Re Q13: We would like more detail here on what exactly this would involve?

Date of response: 16Feb10 – Proposer gathering information
Date of review: 30 Mar10 – Have not received satisfactory answers to questions raised

Status: Closed, Withdrawn/Rejected